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When somebody should go to the ebook stores, search creation by shop, shelf by
shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we allow the book compilations in this
website. It will extremely ease you to look guide Someone Elses Daughter
Mirandas Rights 1 Linsey Lanier as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can
discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be
every best area within net connections. If you set sights on to download and install
the Someone Elses Daughter Mirandas Rights 1 Linsey Lanier, it is no question
simple then, before currently we extend the link to purchase and create bargains to
download and install Someone Elses Daughter Mirandas Rights 1 Linsey Lanier for
that reason simple!

KEY=MIRANDAS - REYES HESTER
SOMEONE ELSE'S DAUGHTER
SOMEONE ELSE'S DAUGHTERA Miranda's Rights Mystery - Book I Book I of the
popular Miranda's Rights Mystery series by Linsey Lanier. A woman can never make
herself too tough, too strong, or too street smart. THE SEARCHING MOTHER Miranda
Steele. Smart-talking, hot pepper-eating loner whose abusive ex-husband stole her
baby and gave it up for adoption. She comes to Atlanta to hunt for her daughter. THE
PI Wade Parker. Wealthy owner of the Parker Investigative Agency and most eligible
forty-four-year-old bachelor in Atlanta. He still mourns the death of his socialite wife
but must now solve a disturbing murder case. THE MURDERER A serial killer
strangling young girls in a bizarre ritual. Why? She doesn't need a man. He needs to
ﬁnd a killer. Together, can they save a thirteen year old girl? ******** "Highly
charged and emotional... Read it with tissue from the very beginning." Pamela
Mason. "It was a great read, honestly couldn't put it down and can't wait to read the
next one." Cathie - Sydney, Australia "Miranda Steele is one ballsy lady...what I'd call
'one HOT pepper!'" Diane Kratz - crime ﬁction writerTHE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS
MYSTERY SERIESSomeone Else's DaughterDelicious TormentForever MineFire
DancerThin IceTHE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIESAll Eyes on MeHeart
WoundsClowns and CowboysThe WatcherZero Dark ChocolateOTHER BOOKS BY
LINSEY LANIERChicago CopSteal My Heart

DELICIOUS TORMENT
DELICIOUS TORMENTThe second book in the emotional story of a stubborn loner
looking for her stolen daughter. What happens when your old ﬂame turns out to be a
killer? At a ritzy steeplechase Miranda Steele discovers the body of a beautiful young
horse breeder, her face brutally crushed by the hooves of her favorite stallion. Torn
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between leaving town to search for her daughter and continuing to work for her
sexy, ace investigator boss, Miranda doesn't want to get involved. But when the
dead woman's sister begs her to take the case, Miranda can't ignore her powerful
need to set things right. Even more puzzling, Parker is strangely aloof about the
case, not at all like himself. As she looks into the incident against his wishes, Miranda
begins to realize that her boss has a past he doesn't want her to unearth.THE
MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIESSomeone Else's DaughterDelicious
TormentForever MineFire DancerThin IceTHE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY
SERIESAll Eyes on MeHeart WoundsClowns and CowboysThe WatcherZero Dark
ChocolateOTHER BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIERChicago CopSteal My Heart

THIN ICE: BOOK V (A MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY)
CreateSpace Thin Ice (A Miranda's Rights Mystery) - Book V A woman's right to
respect. A woman's right to be strong. A woman's right to her child. Thirteen years
ago, Miranda Steele's abusive husband stole her baby and gave it up for adoption,
then kicked Miranda out of his house. So she remade herself. Thirteen years later,
the smart-talking, hot pepper-eating loner came to Atlanta hoping to ﬁnd her
daughter. Instead she met Wade Parker, a successful PI and the most eligible fortyfour-year-old bachelor in town, and joined his investigative agency. Since then she
solved several murder cases and faced her past--for the most part. But nightmares
still haunt her and now that she's closer than ever to ﬁnding her daughter, she
wonders if she can handle the truth. One determined woman. One irresistible man.
One talented girl. And one psychotic killer. Can they stop him before he kills again?
Find out in the ﬁfth and ﬁnal book of the Miranda's Rights mystery series, Thin Ice.
THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIES Someone Else's Daughter - Book I
Delicious Torment - Book II Forever Mine - Book III Fire Dancer - Book IV Thin Ice Book V THE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIES All Eyes on Me Heart Wounds
OTHER BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER Chicago Cop (A cop family thriller) - Don't let them
take what you love, baby girl. A police thriller featuring GUTS team lead Lieutenant
Maggie Delaney, a tough multi-generational cop hunting down a crazed maﬁa hit
man bent on revenge. Steal My Heart (A Romantic Suspense) - Get me what I want
or you'll never see your daughter again. New York newspaper columnist, Paige
Dunbar, can hardly breathe when she learns her precious three-year-old daughter
has been kidnapped. She'll do anything to get her back, including steal the famous
Fantasia necklace the kidnapper wants. No one can stop her. Not even her sexy exjewel-thief-ex-husband. HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER You Want Me to Kill
Who? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story) A New Adult, futuristic romantic fantasy.
A lowly, powerless factory worker is sent half-way around the world by her boss to
ﬁght an evil spy organization, but she really just wants to be a fashion designer. You
Want Me to Go Where? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story) #2 Her ﬁrst time in JB's
oﬃce he threatened to "eliminate" Dandy Frost if she didn't go on a special
assignment halfway around the world for a secret organization. He couldn't have
anything like that in mind again...or could he? The Clever Detective Boxed Set 2 (A
Fairy Tale Romance): Stories 1-5 From the Hollow Tree to Stacey's home town to the
mountains of Sweden to the high seas, follow PI Stacey Alexander and Prince Chad's
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wacky adventures and romance.

SONATA FOR A KILLER
Okay. Their last case was an unintended surprise, but now it's time for Miranda and
Parker to relax and get back to retirement.Except Curt Holloway, Miranda's old
buddy and teammate, has other plans. When he decided to leave the Investigative
Agency, Parker put Holloway in his place as acting CEO.Now Holloway wants
out.Well, just for a week.Or so he says. His ex-wife needs him, he says. He has to go,
he says. Looks like he might walk for good if Miranda and Parker don't say yes. And
so they do. It's not so bad. Everything is hunky dory for a while.Until attorney
Antonio Estavez shows up and tells them a convicted felon he once defended in
court has escaped from prison.And he's coming to kill him.They have to ﬁnd this
dangerous fugitive before it's too late.So much for retiring.

ALL EYES ON ME
The popular Miranda Steele mystery-thrillers continue in a new series!Nobody
deserves to die that way.In the Las Vegas desert a once famous pop singer lies dead,
the only clue to her murder a bizarre disﬁgurement.To avoid the hassle of a media
frenzy, the local police sergeant decides to call in his old mentor Wade Parker to
consult on the case.After nearly dying eight months ago, Miranda Steele can't wait to
get back to real detective work. If she can't solve this case, not only will she fail her
destiny, another psycho killer might get away with murder. But Parker harbors secret
reservations about their new venture together.Especially when he suspects there
might be more to this murder than meets the...eye. All Eyes on Me is the ﬁrst book in
the Miranda and Parker Mystery series, and continues the popular Miranda Steele
stories from bestselling author Linsey Lanier (the Miranda's Rights Mystery series). If
you like J.D. Robb and Patterson, you'll want to come along on Miranda's new
adventures.Buy this book for a story readers say they can't put down.Fulﬁlling your
destiny...one killer at a time. THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIESSomeone
Else's Daughter – Book IDelicious Torment – Book IIForever Mine – Book IIIFire Dancer
– Book IVThin Ice – Book VTHE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIESAll Eyes on
MeHeart WoundsClowns and CowboysThe WatcherZero Dark ChocolateTrial by
FireSmoke ScreenThe Boy(more to come)OTHER SUSPENSE BOOKS BY LINSEY
LANIERChicago Cop (A cop family thriller)Steal My Heart (A Romantic
Suspense)HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIERYou Want Me to Kill Who? (A Dandy
Frost—Ninja Assassin Story) #1You Want Me to Go Where? (A Dandy Frost—Ninja
Assassin Story) #2The Clever Detective Boxed Set 2 (A Fairy Tale Romance): Stories
1-5

THE PAPER PALACE
A NOVEL
Penguin REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK LONGLISTED FOR THE 2022 WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR
FICTION INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER THE PAPER PALACE IS: “Filled
with secrets, love, lies and a summer beach house. What more could you
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ask?”—Parade “A deeply emotional love story…the unraveling of secrets, lies and a
very complex love triangle.” —Reese Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club July ’21 Pick)
"Nail-biting." —Town & Country “A magniﬁcent page-turner.” —Cynthia D’Aprix
Sweeney, New York Times bestselling author “[An] irresistible placement of a
complicated family in a bewitching place.” —The New York Times A story of summer,
secrets, love, and lies: in the course of a singular day on Cape Cod, one woman must
make a life-changing decision that has been brewing for decades. “This house, this
place, knows all my secrets.” It is a perfect August morning, and Elle, a ﬁfty-year-old
happily married mother of three, awakens at “The Paper Palace”—the family
summer place which she has visited every summer of her life. But this morning is
diﬀerent: last night Elle and her oldest friend Jonas crept out the back door into the
darkness and had sex with each other for the ﬁrst time, all while their spouses
chatted away inside. Now, over the next twenty-four hours, Elle will have to decide
between the life she has made with her genuinely beloved husband, Peter, and the
life she always imagined she would have had with her childhood love, Jonas, if a
tragic event hadn’t forever changed the course of their lives. As Heller colors in the
experiences that have led Elle to this day, we arrive at her ultimate decision with all
its complexity. Tender yet devastating, The Paper Palace considers the tensions
between desire and dignity, the legacies of abuse, and the crimes and
misdemeanors of families.

THE GOOD PEOPLE OF NEW YORK
Anchor When Roz Rosenzweig meets Edwin Anderson fumbling for keys on the
stoop of a Manhattan walk-up, the last thing on her mind is falling for a polite
Nebraskan–yet fall for him she does. So begins Thisbe Nissen’s breathtaking debut
novel, a decidedly urban fairy tale that follows Roz and Edwin as they move from
improbable courtship to marriage to the birth of daughter Miranda–the locus of all
Roz’s attention, anxiety, and often smothering aﬀection. As Miranda comes of age
and begins to chafe against the intensity of her mother’s neurotic love, Roz must do
her best to let those she cherishes move into the world without her. On crowded
subways, in strange bedrooms, at Bar Mitzvahs, in brownstone basements and high
school gymnasiums, Nissen’s unforgettable characters make their hilarious and
wrenching way–and prove, indeed, that good things thrive in New York City.

IT WAS ALWAYS YOU
A GRIPPING PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE NOVEL
Open Road Media A woman struggles to navigate a new relationship until a sudden
tragedy dredges up her troubled past in “this gripping psychological suspense” novel
(Dea Poirier, bestselling author of Next Girl to Die). Morgan isn’t sure about her new
boyfriend, Justin. He seems great most of the time, but a recent argument left her
feeling shaken. Morgan’s neurologist—who she’s been seeing ever since the hit and
run accident she survived as a child—reminds her that she has a bad history of
sabotaging relationships. It would be disastrous if she fell back into that pattern. Now
Justin and Morgan are taking a romantic weekend getaway. But Justin’s behavior
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becomes increasingly erratic—and runs the car into a tree. When Morgan wakes up
in the hospital to ﬁnd that Justin is dead, she has little time to grapple with the news
before detectives arrive to question her about the crash. The detectives think
Morgan is responsible for Justin’s death, and to in order to prove her innocence,
she’ll have to unlock the dark secrets of her past.

SOMEBODY ELSE'S DAUGHTER
Penguin Having grown up in a privileged environment, private school student Willa
witnesses the tragic collision between the private diﬃculties of her biological and
adoptive families, a situation that is further challenged by the indiscretions of her
headmaster and a feminist sculptor's reckless aﬀair. 60,000 ﬁrst printing.

SOMEONE ELSE'S DAUGHTER
A GRIPPING EMOTIONAL PAGE TURNER WITH A TWIST
Bookouture Someone Else’s Daughter: A gripping emotional page-turner with a
twist We should have protected her… They’d left their daughter with us, their only
child, and we hadn’t protected her. That was all they would see when they looked at
us—that we had failed them. I count down the days until we can leave the city
behind and return to the beach house. Where James and Katie can roam free over
the dunes, like they did as children, and Peter will swap his 6 a.m. starts for the
stacks of ﬂuﬀy pancakes he lovingly serves up for our family breakfasts. These sundrenched, golden days, just the four of us, are what I hold on to all year long. But
this summer Katie’s best friend will be coming with us. I tell myself the girls will have
fun together, pushing aside the doubts I have about this uninvited guest. Isa. With
her corn-silk hair and luminous skin, who manages to overshadow my daughter at
every turn. Who has been dumped on us by her own parents, too caught up in their
petty dramas to see what is right in front of them. Because I can see it. There is
something dangerous about Isa. Something more than a carefree girl, testing
boundaries as she approaches adulthood. She threatens to cast storm clouds across
my beach house days. I feel as powerless to stop her as I would in the face of a
hurricane. By the end of the summer, Isa will be dead. And I will have to face her
mother. I don’t know if I will be able to ﬁnd the words. How can I begin to explain
that she never really knew her daughter at all? A gripping story of the darkness than
lurks beneath the surface of the most picture-perfect lives and the lengths we will go
to protect the ones we love. Fans of Big Little Lies, Kerry Fisher and Diane
Chamberlain will be held totally in thrall by this emotional, twisty read.

THE BOY
There's nothing more terrifying than losing your child.After two weeks of a lazy
second honeymoon with Parker, Miranda is startled when he gets a strange call on
his cell. Not only does the eerie robotic message raise more questions than answers,
it throws the pair in the investigation of a grisly murder, a tussle with a GBI agent,
and a kidnapping.To top things oﬀ the team they were supposed to form is
disgruntled with the management.If Miranda can't pull things together soon, this
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time more than one person might end up dead. The Boy is the eighth book in the
Miranda and Parker Mystery series, a continuation of the popular Miranda Steele
stories from bestselling author Linsey Lanier (the Miranda's Rights Mystery series).
Buy this chilling, fast-paced thriller for a story readers say they can't put down.THE
MIRANDA?S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIESSomeone Else's Daughter ? Book IDelicious
Torment ? Book IIForever Mine ? Book IIIFire Dancer ? Book IVThin Ice ? Book VTHE
MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIESAll Eyes on MeHeart WoundsClowns and
CowboysThe WatcherZero Dark ChocolateTrial by FireSmoke ScreenThe BoyOTHER
SUSPENSE BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIERChicago Cop (A cop family thriller)Steal My
Heart (A Romantic Suspense)HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIERYou Want Me to
Kill Who? (A Dandy Frost?Ninja Assassin Story) #1You Want Me to Go Where? (A
Dandy Frost?Ninja Assassin Story) #2The Clever Detective Boxed Set 2 (A Fairy Tale
Romance): Stories 1-5

THE DELICIOUS TORMENT
Random House ‘With every aﬀair of the heart there are twists and turns.
Boundaries to overcome. Safe words to spill...’ In a penthouse apartment overlooking
Sunset Boulevard, a dark aﬀair entwined in a dominant-submissive relationship
blossoms. Based on the author’s personal diaries, The Delicious Torment is a
coming-of-age story fuelled by love, lust and longing.

ALL THE MISSING GIRLS
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster Like the spellbinding psychological suspense in The Girl on
the Train and Luckiest Girl Alive, Megan Miranda’s novel is a nail-biting, breathtaking
story about the disappearances of two young women—a decade apart—told in
reverse. It’s been ten years since Nicolette Farrell left her rural hometown after her
best friend, Corinne, disappeared from Cooley Ridge without a trace. Back again to
tie up loose ends and care for her ailing father, Nic is soon plunged into a shocking
drama that reawakens Corinne’s case and breaks open old wounds long since
stitched. The decade-old investigation focused on Nic, her brother Daniel, boyfriend
Tyler, and Corinne’s boyfriend Jackson. Since then, only Nic has left Cooley Ridge.
Daniel and his wife, Laura, are expecting a baby; Jackson works at the town bar; and
Tyler is dating Annaleise Carter, Nic’s younger neighbor and the group’s alibi the
night Corinne disappeared. Then, within days of Nic’s return, Annaleise goes missing.
Told backwards—Day 15 to Day 1—from the time Annaleise goes missing, Nic works
to unravel the truth about her younger neighbor’s disappearance, revealing shocking
truths about her friends, her family, and what really happened to Corinne that night
ten years ago. Like nothing you’ve ever read before, All the Missing Girls delivers in
all the right ways. With twists and turns that lead down dark alleys and dead ends,
you may think you’re walking a familiar path, but then Megan Miranda turns it all
upside down and inside out and leaves us wondering just how far we would be willing
to go to protect those we love.
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VERONICA MARS
THE THOUSAND-DOLLAR TAN LINE
Vintage This ﬁrst book in an all-new mystery series ﬁnds 28-year-old Veronica Mars
investigating one of Neptune's darkest cases with the help of her old friends Logan
Echolls, Mac Mackenzie, Wallace Fennel and Dick Casablancas. Original.

THE LONELIEST RANGER
Joe Green's selected poems, stretching from his earliest years through 2012.

KISSED (JACOB AND BETH'S ROCKSTAR LIFE #1)
Willowick Publishing Second Edition December 2021. One kiss ignites chemistry
and passion they can’t ignore, but is this only a summer ﬂing? Neighbors. Best
friends. It was only a crush Beth harbored for Jacob until she was eighteen. Until
London. Neighbors. Best friends. That was all Jacob thought of her until London. Until
she kissed him and stole his heart. It's funny what Geometry class and a shared
backyard wall can bring about. With a two-year age diﬀerence, Beth and Jacob were
ﬁrmly in the Friend Zone during high school, but a pre-college trip to London will
change their lives forever. KISSED is the ﬁrst book exploring Beth and Jacob’s
relationship with all its joys, ﬂaws, and heartache. Finalist in the RomCon 2014
Readers' Crown contest for Contemporary Romance. This story is intended for
readers 18 and over due to adult language, sexual content, and adult situations.

THE GIRL FROM WIDOW HILLS
A NOVEL
Simon & Schuster From the New York Times bestselling author of The Last House
Guest—a Reese Witherspoon Book Club pick—comes a riveting new novel of
psychological suspense about a young woman plagued by night terrors after a
childhood trauma who wakes one evening to ﬁnd a corpse at her feet. Everyone
knows the story of “the girl from Widow Hills.” Arden Maynor was just a child when
she was swept away while sleepwalking during a terrifying rainstorm and went
missing for days. Strangers and friends, neighbors and rescue workers, set up search
parties and held vigils, praying for her safe return. Against all odds, she was found,
alive, clinging to a storm drain. The girl from Widow Hills was a living miracle.
Arden’s mother wrote a book. Fame followed. Fans and fan letters, creeps, and
stalkers. And every year, the anniversary. It all became too much. As soon as she
was old enough, Arden changed her name and disappeared from the public eye. Now
a young woman living hundreds of miles away, Arden goes by Olivia. She’s managed
to stay oﬀ the radar for the last few years. But with the twentieth anniversary of her
rescue approaching, the media will inevitably renew its interest in Arden. Where is
she now? Soon Olivia feels like she’s being watched and begins sleepwalking again,
like she did long ago, even waking outside her home. Until late one night she jolts
awake in her yard. At her feet is the corpse of a man she knows—from her previous
life, as Arden Maynor. And now, the girl from Widow Hills is about to become the
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center of the story, once again, in this propulsive page-turner from suspense master
Megan Miranda.

EVAN
THE MCDANIEL FAMILY
She can't survive another broken heart.The last thing Amanda Wynd wants is to
come back home to Heart Valley where her heart was torn to shreds by Evan
McDaniel four years ago. But her best friend Jamie needs her sales skills to help start
her business, so here she is. But she's going back to her life in New York as soon as
Jamie is on her feet. Hopefully before she has to lay eyes on the handsome
rancher.Evan McDaniel, heir to the McDaniel Resort Ranch, has thought of Mandy
every day since she left four years ago, even though he knows it could never work
between them. He's been avoiding going into town ever since he heard she's back.
But when his crew ﬁnds evidence of foul play on the ranch that could ruin its
reputation and destroy the business his father entrusted to him, he realizes he needs
the woman he's been longing for more than ever.And maybe for more than just
business.Evan is the ﬁrst book in the new Heart Valley Romance series. More to
come!

VISIONS IN DEATH
Penguin Detective Eve Dallas searches the darkest corners of Manhattan for an
elusive killer with a passion for collecting soulsin this novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling In Death series. On one of the city's hottest nights, New York Police
Lieutenant Eve Dallas is sent to Central Park—and into a hellish new investigation.
The victim is found on the rocks, just above the still, dark water of the lake. Around
her neck is a single red ribbon. Her hands are posed, as if in prayer. But it is the
eyes—removed with the precision of a surgeon—that have Dallas most alarmed. As
more bodies turn up, each with the same deﬁning scars, Eve is frantic for answers.
Against her instincts, she accepts help from a psychic who oﬀers one vision after
another—each with shockingly accurate details of the murders. And when partner
and friend Peabody is badly injured after escaping an attack, the stakes are raised.
Are the eyes a symbol? A twisted religious ritual? A souvenir? With help from her
husband, Roarke, Dallas must uncover the killer's motivation before another vision
becomes another nightmare...

FIRE DANCER
FIRE DANCERThe fourth book in the popular Miranda's Rights Mystery series. What
makes you think you deserve to be so happy? A honeymoon in Maui in a luxury
beachfront resort with your wealthy new husband. Sounds like paradise, right? But
this is Miranda Steele we're talking about here. And where Miranda goes, trouble
follows. That lovely honeymoon gets hijacked when Miranda ﬁnds the body of a
popular ﬁre dancer on the beach. Of course, she has to investigate. What choice
does she have? But things get more complicated when she discovers Parker has
been keeping some pretty serious secrets from her. Could those secrets lead to
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ﬁnding Miranda's daughter at last? Or will this Hawaiian honeymoon adventure end
in Miranda's ultimate destruction?THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIESSomeone
Else's DaughterDelicious TormentForever MineFire DancerThin IceTHE MIRANDA AND
PARKER MYSTERY SERIESAll Eyes on MeHeart WoundsClowns and CowboysThe
WatcherZero Dark ChocolateOTHER BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIERChicago CopSteal My
Heart

HEART WOUNDS
Heart Wounds (A Miranda and Parker Mystery) #2 Fulﬁlling your destiny...one killer
at a time. Miranda Steele probes the British upper class in the second Miranda and
Parker mystery. In the London Museum of Antiquity a heart-breaking event occurs.
Someone steals the priceless, newly acquired Egyptian dagger used by Marc Antony
to kill himself over Cleopatra. Beside himself, the museum director calls in Parker
and Miranda to investigate. Miranda realizes someone could kill for a relic valued at
over ﬁve million pounds. And that the ﬁrst victim might be-her. The threat sets
Parker's nerves on edge and he doesn't hesitate to show it. And Miranda doesn't
hesitate to ﬂare up. Can the detectives work out their issues before the theft
escalates to murder? THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIES Someone Else's
Daughter - Book I Delicious Torment - Book II Forever Mine - Book III Fire Dancer Book IV Thin Ice - Book V THE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIES All Eyes on
Me Heart Wounds Clowns and Cowboys The Watcher OTHER BOOKS BY LINSEY
LANIER: Chicago Cop (A cop family thriller) - Don't let them take what you love, baby
girl. A police thriller featuring GUTS team lead Lieutenant Maggie Delaney, a tough
multi-generational cop hunting down a crazed maﬁa hit man bent on revenge. Steal
My Heart (A Romantic Suspense) - Get me what I want or you'll never see your
daughter again. New York newspaper columnist, Paige Dunbar, can hardly breathe
when she learns her precious three-year-old daughter has been kidnapped. She'll do
anything to get her back, including steal the famous Fantasia necklace the kidnapper
wants. No one can stop her. Not even her sexy ex-jewel-thief-ex-husband.
HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER You Want Me to Kill Who? (A Dandy FrostNinja Assassin Story) A New Adult, futuristic romantic fantasy. A lowly, powerless
factory worker is sent half-way around the world by her boss to ﬁght an evil spy
organization, but she really just wants to be a fashion designer. You Want Me to Go
Where? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story) #2 Her ﬁrst time in JB's oﬃce he
threatened to "eliminate" her if she didn't go on a special assignment halfway
around the world for a secret organization. He couldn't have anything like that in
mind again...or could he? The Clever Detective Boxed Set 2 (A Fairy Tale Romance):
Stories 1-5 From the Hollow Tree to Stacey's home town to the mountains of Sweden
to the high seas, follow PI Stacey Alexander and Prince Chad's wacky adventures and
romance.

SEDUCTION IN DEATH
Penguin As Lieutenant Eve Dallas tracks a seductive and ruthless killer through the
streets of twenty-ﬁrst-century New York, she must also face brutal memories from
her childhood.
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FOREVER MINE: BOOK III (A MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY)
CreateSpace Forever Mine (A Miranda's Rights Mystery) - Book III The third book in
the popular Miranda's Rights Mystery series. Just a little while longer and I'll have
everything I want... After she left her abusive husband thirteen years ago, Miranda
Steele became a ﬁghter. Over the years, she picked up martial arts and street
ﬁghting tactics, and now that she works for the Parker Investigative Agency, she can
handle a weapon. But the battle with her inner demons? Not so easy. Ace
investigator Wade Parker feels more love for the feisty, impossible woman than ever.
With her irascible spirit, her strength of will, her need to defend the defenseless and
avenge the innocent, he knows they are kindred spirits. And when he takes her to
Chicago, he hopes he can at last help her ﬁnd her stolen daughter. But in the town of
her birth, Miranda must face her horrendous past. An experience that forces her to
make one of the most momentous decisions of her life. And now dead bodies start
popping up again. With all the turmoil, can the feisty new detective stop an arrogant
creep who just discovered how much he enjoys murdering women? Or will she
become his next victim? THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIES Someone Else's
Daughter - Book I Delicious Torment - Book II Forever Mine - Book III Fire Dancer Book IV Thin Ice - Book V THE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIES All Eyes on
Me Heart Wounds OTHER BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER Chicago Cop (A cop family
thriller) - Don't let them take what you love, baby girl. A police thriller featuring GUTS
team lead Lieutenant Maggie Delaney, a tough multi-generational cop hunting down
a crazed maﬁa hit man bent on revenge. Steal My Heart (A Romantic Suspense) Get me what I want or you'll never see your daughter again. New York newspaper
columnist, Paige Dunbar, can hardly breathe when she learns her precious threeyear-old daughter has been kidnapped. She'll do anything to get her back, including
steal the famous Fantasia necklace the kidnapper wants. No one can stop her. Not
even her sexy ex-jewel-thief-ex-husband. HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER You
Want Me to Kill Who? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story) A New Adult, futuristic
romantic fantasy. A lowly, powerless factory worker is sent half-way around the
world by her boss to ﬁght an evil spy organization, but she really just wants to be a
fashion designer. You Want Me to Go Where? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story)
#2 Her ﬁrst time in JB's oﬃce he threatened to "eliminate" Dandy Frost if she didn't
go on a special assignment halfway around the world for a secret organization. He
couldn't have anything like that in mind again...or could he? The Clever Detective
Boxed Set 2 (A Fairy Tale Romance): Stories 1-5 From the Hollow Tree to Stacey's
home town to the mountains of Sweden to the high seas, follow PI Stacey Alexander
and Prince Chad's wacky adventures and romance.

THE SECRET
Simon and Schuster The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives
in profound ways, now with a new foreword and afterword. In 2006, a
groundbreaking feature-length ﬁlm revealed the great mystery of the universe—The
Secret—and, later that year, Rhonda Byrne followed with a book that became a
worldwide bestseller. Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral
traditions, in literature, in religions and philosophies throughout the centuries. For
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the ﬁrst time, all the pieces of The Secret come together in an incredible revelation
that will be life-transforming for all who experience it. In this book, you’ll learn how
to use The Secret in every aspect of your life—money, health, relationships,
happiness, and in every interaction you have in the world. You’ll begin to understand
the hidden, untapped power that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to
every aspect of your life. The Secret contains wisdom from modern-day
teachers—men and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and
happiness. By applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling
stories of eradicating disease, acquiring massive wealth, overcoming obstacles, and
achieving what many would regard as impossible.

PICNIC AT HANGING ROCK
Penguin Books In 1900, a class of young women from an exclusive private school
go on an excursion to the isolated Hanging Rock, deep in the Australian bush. The
excursion ends in tragedy when four girls and a teacher mysteriously vanish after
climbing the rock. Only one girl returns, with no memory of what has become of the
others . . . Co-founded by Jane and Glenn McGrath, the McGrath Foundation raises
money to place McGrath Breast Care Nurses in communities right across Australia
and to increase breast awareness in young women. The McGrath Foundation
believes 150 of these specially trained nurses are needed to ensure that every
family experiencing breast cancer has access to a breast care nurse, no matter
where they live or their ﬁnancial situation. McGrath Breast Care Nurses oﬀer a
unique service to families who can self-refer to this free support. Penguin is proud to
donate $1 from the original sale of each Pink Popular Penguin to help the McGrath
Foundation realise their goal. To ﬁnd out how you can make a diﬀerence visit
www.mcgrathfoundation.com.au

ONE FOR THE BOOKS
Penguin Wedding bells are ringing in the latest page-turning Library Lover's Mystery
from the New York Times bestselling author of Word to the Wise. Love is in the air in
Briar Creek as library director Lindsey Norris and boat captain Mike (Sully) Sullivan
are ﬁnally tying the knot. The entire town is excited for the happy day, and Lindsey
and Sully's plan for a small wedding evaporates as more and more people insist
upon attending the event of the year. When Lindsey and her crafternoon pals head
out to Bell Island to see if it can accommodate the ever-expanding guest list, they
are horriﬁed to discover a body washed up on the rocky shore. Even worse, Lindsey
recognizes the man as the justice of the peace who was supposed to oﬃciate her
wedding ceremony. When it becomes clear he was murdered, Lindsey can't help but
wonder if it had to do with the wedding. Now she has to book it to solve the mystery
before it ends her happily ever after before it's even begun....

CLOWNS AND COWBOYS
Clowns and Cowboys (A Miranda and Parker Mystery) #3 When PI Miranda Steele
gets a call from an old "friend" in Dallas, Texas and decides to take his case, her
boss and husband Wade Parker is none too pleased. Especially when she insists he
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stay home due to his recent injuries. No way, Jose. But when southeastern
sophisticated meets southwestern country, tempers blaze hotter than Texas chili
sauce, sending Miranda into turmoil. How can she solve this case with the clash
between her past "friend" and her present husband raging? She needs to ﬁgure it
out soon. The murder of a circus clown is about to lead her to something not even
Parker could have predicted. More Books by Linsey Lanier THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS
MYSTERY SERIES Someone Else's Daughter - Book I Delicious Torment - Book II
Forever Mine - Book III Fire Dancer - Book IV Thin Ice - Book V THE MIRANDA AND
PARKER MYSTERY SERIES All Eyes on Me Heart Wounds Clowns and Cowboys Look
for the next mystery early in 2015. OTHER SUSPENSE BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER:
Chicago Cop (A cop family thriller) Steal My Heart (A Romantic Suspense)
HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER You Want Me to Kill Who? (A Dandy FrostNinja Assassin Story) #1 You Want Me to Go Where? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin
Story) #2 The Clever Detective Boxed Set 2 (A Fairy Tale Romance): Stories 1-5

ALL EYES ON ME
CreateSpace All Eyes on Me (A Miranda and Parker Mystery) #1 The popular
Miranda Steele stories from Linsey Lanier continue in a new series! Fulﬁlling your
destiny...one killer at a time. In the Las Vegas desert a once famous pop singer lies
dead, the only clue to her murder a bizarre disﬁgurement. To avoid the hassle of a
media frenzy, the local police sergeant decides to call in his old mentor Wade Parker
to consult on the case. After nearly dying eight months ago, Miranda Steele can't
wait to get back to real detective work. But Parker harbors secret reservations about
their new venture together. Especially when he suspects there might be more to this
murder than meets the...eye. THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIES Someone
Else's Daughter - Book I Delicious Torment - Book II Forever Mine - Book III Fire
Dancer - Book IV Thin Ice - Book V THE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIES All
Eyes on Me Heart Wounds OTHER BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER: Chicago Cop (A cop
family thriller) - Don't let them take what you love, baby girl. A police thriller
featuring GUTS team lead Lieutenant Maggie Delaney, a tough multi-generational
cop hunting down a crazed maﬁa hit man bent on revenge. Steal My Heart (A
Romantic Suspense) - Get me what I want or you'll never see your daughter again.
New York newspaper columnist, Paige Dunbar, can hardly breathe when she learns
her precious three-year-old daughter has been kidnapped. She'll do anything to get
her back, including steal the famous Fantasia necklace the kidnapper wants. No one
can stop her. Not even her sexy ex-jewel-thief-ex-husband. HUMOROUS BOOKS BY
LINSEY LANIER You Want Me to Kill Who? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story) A New
Adult, futuristic romantic fantasy. A lowly, powerless factory worker is sent half-way
around the world by her boss to ﬁght an evil spy organization, but she really just
wants to be a fashion designer. You Want Me to Go Where? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja
Assassin Story) #2 Her ﬁrst time in JB's oﬃce he threatened to "eliminate" Dandy
Frost if she didn't go on a special assignment halfway around the world for a secret
organization. He couldn't have anything like that in mind again...or could he? The
Clever Detective Boxed Set 2 (A Fairy Tale Romance): Stories 1-5 From the Hollow
Tree to Stacey's home town to the mountains of Sweden to the high seas, follow PI
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Stacey Alexander and Prince Chad's wacky adventures and romance.

FOREVER MINE
FOREVER MINE The third book in the popular Miranda's Rights Mystery series. Just a
little while longer and I'll have everything I want... After she left her abusive husband
thirteen years ago, Miranda Steele became a ﬁghter. Over the years, she picked up
martial arts and street ﬁghting tactics, and now that she works for the Parker
Investigative Agency, she can handle a weapon. But the battle with her inner
demons? Not so easy. Ace investigator Wade Parker feels more love for the feisty,
impossible woman than ever. With her irascible spirit, her strength of will, her need
to defend the defenseless and avenge the innocent, he knows they are kindred
spirits. And when he takes her to Chicago, he hopes he can at last help her ﬁnd her
stolen daughter. But in the town of her birth, Miranda must face her horrendous past.
An experience that forces her to make one of the most momentous decisions of her
life. And now dead bodies start popping up again. With all the turmoil, can the feisty
new detective stop an arrogant creep who just discovered how much he enjoys
murdering women? Or will she become his next victim?THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS
MYSTERY SERIESSomeone Else's DaughterDelicious TormentForever MineFire
DancerThin IceTHE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIESAll Eyes on MeHeart
WoundsClowns and CowboysThe WatcherZero Dark ChocolateOTHER BOOKS BY
LINSEY LANIERChicago CopSteal My Heart

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON SEXUAL ASSAULT PERPETRATOR
CHARACTERISTICS AND BEHAVIORS
Rand Corporation This report aims to assist the Air Force in its continued eﬀorts to
combat sexual assault perpetration within its ranks by examining the existing
empirical literature on adult perpetrators who commit sexual assault against other
adults, with a particular focus on research published in 2000 or later. The literature
search focused on the current state of scientiﬁc knowledge and was not limited to
studies focusing on military populations.

MOST LIKELY TO DIE
Just a few weeks ago, PI Miranda Steele thought the love of her life was dead.Parker
believed the same about her.Miraculously, they made it through the worst ordeal of
their lives, and have retired to the peace and quiet of the North Georgia
Mountains.But it's a little too peaceful here, and Miranda is getting restless.As a
diversion they decide to attend a high school reunion party in Chicago. Nothing
dangerous about that, right?But when the classmate voted Most Likely to Succeed is
found dead, Miranda and Parker are pulled out of retirement to investigate what
could be a bizarre murder. Not exactly what they had planned.And things are about
to turn deadly.This time, they might not survive.

ZERO DARK CHOCOLATE
Zero Dark Chocolate (A Miranda and Parker Mystery) #5 Fulﬁlling your destiny...one
killer at a time. Paris. The City of Lights. The City of Love. Not to mention the food.
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Gourmet dining. Fine wines. Exquisite French pastries. Especially the ones covered in
dark chocolate and crafted by the best chefs in the city. But when a dear friend goes
missing and Miranda and Parker hop a plane to France to ﬁnd him, they soon learn
the city of romance can also be-a City of Death. THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY
SERIES Someone Else's Daughter Delicious Torment Forever Mine Fire Dancer Thin
Ice THE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIES All Eyes on Me Heart Wounds
Clowns and Cowboys The Watcher Zero Dark Chocolate MIRANDA AND PARKER
SHORT STORIES The Day It Happened The Unexpected Guest Colder Than Death
OTHER SUSPENSE NOVELS BY LINSEY LANIER Chicago Cop Steal My Heart
HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER You Want Me to Kill Who? (A Dandy FrostNinja Assassin Story) #1 You Want Me to Go Where? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin
Story) #2 The Clever Detective Boxed Set 2 (A Fairy Tale Romance): Stories 1-5

ROCK PAPER SCISSORS
A NOVEL
Flatiron Books INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Feeney lives up to her
reputation as the “queen of the twist”...This page-turner will keep you guessing.”
—Real Simple Think you know the person you married? Think again... Things have
been wrong with Mr and Mrs Wright for a long time. When Adam and Amelia win a
weekend away to Scotland, it might be just what their marriage needs. Selfconfessed workaholic and screenwriter Adam Wright has lived with face blindness his
whole life. He can’t recognize friends or family, or even his own wife. Every
anniversary the couple exchange traditional gifts--paper, cotton, pottery, tin--and
each year Adam’s wife writes him a letter that she never lets him read. Until now.
They both know this weekend will make or break their marriage, but they didn’t
randomly win this trip. One of them is lying, and someone doesn’t want them to live
happily ever after. Ten years of marriage. Ten years of secrets. And an anniversary
they will never forget. Rock Paper Scissors is the latest exciting domestic thriller
from the queen of the killer twist, New York Times bestselling author Alice Feeney.

A BEGINNING AT THE END
Mira Books How do you start over after the end of the world? "Not just an
apocalyptic thriller, but also a timely reminder of what is most important in life-family, love, and hope." --Peng Shepherd, author of The Book of M Six years after a
global pandemic wiped out most of the planet's population, the survivors are
rebuilding the country, split between self-governing cities, hippie communes and
wasteland gangs.In postapocalyptic San Francisco, former pop star Moira has
created a new identity to ﬁnally escape her past--until her domineering father
launches a sweeping public search to track her down. Desperate for a fresh start
herself, jaded event planner Krista navigates the world on behalf of those too
traumatized to go outside, determined to help everyone move on--even if they don't
want to. Rob survived the catastrophe with his daughter, Sunny, but lost his wife.
When strict government rules threaten to separate parent and child, Rob needs to
prove himself worthy in the city's eyes by connecting with people again.Krista, Moira,
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Rob and Sunny are brought together by circumstance, and their lives begin to twine
together. But when reports of another outbreak throw the fragile society into panic,
the friends are forced to ﬁnally face everything that came before--and everything
they still stand to lose. Because sometimes having one person is enough to keep the
world going.

SNAKEBIT
After her last case, PI Miranda Steele is more worried about her daughter than ever.
Does Mackenzie know who her real father is? And if so, what is that knowledge doing
to her? Miranda¿s also concerned about managing the team Parker has given her.But
all that goes on hold when Parker asks her to take on a case that has baﬄed him for
over ten years. A case where the key player is one of the deadliest snakes in the
world.If she can¿t solve it, an innocent man will die and Parker may never be the
same.Snakebit (adjective)1. Rolling a double one in craps.2. Doomed to
misfortune.3. Bitten by a snake.THE MIRANDA¿S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIESSomeone
Else¿s Daughter ¿ Book IDelicious Torment ¿ Book IIForever Mine ¿ Book IIIFire
Dancer ¿ Book IVThin Ice ¿ Book VTHE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIESAll
Eyes on MeHeart WoundsClowns and CowboysThe WatcherZero Dark ChocolateTrial
by FireSmoke ScreenThe BoySnakebit

THE CLEVER DETECTIVE BOXED SET
STORIES 1, 2 AND 3
Createspace Independent Pub After six years as a private investigator, Stacey
Alexander has the strangest day of her life when she falls down a hollow tree and
meets her new client, a nutty old dude with a crown who thinks he's a king. But
that's only the beginning of it. Stacey is about to meet talking pigs, a murdered
princess, and a handsome prince with a face that makes her go "hubba, hubba."
Little does she know this is only the beginning... The Clever Detective Series (A Fairy
Tale Romance): Story #1: The Clever Detective (Short Story) Story #2: Clever Is As
Clever Does (Short Story) Story #3: Cleverest of Them All (Novella) Story #4: Clever
and Courageous (Novella) Story #5: A Clever Season (Short Story) Coming later in
2012!

HEART WOUNDS
Heart Wounds (A Miranda and Parker Mystery) #2 Fulﬁlling your destiny...one killer
at a time. Miranda Steele probes the British upper class in the second Miranda and
Parker mystery. In the London Museum of Antiquity a heart-breaking event occurs.
Someone steals the priceless, newly acquired Egyptian dagger used by Marc Antony
to kill himself over Cleopatra. Beside himself, the museum director calls in Parker
and Miranda to investigate. Miranda realizes someone could kill for a relic valued at
over ﬁve million pounds. And that the ﬁrst victim might be-her. The threat sets
Parker's nerves on edge and he doesn't hesitate to show it. And Miranda doesn't
hesitate to ﬂare up. Can the detectives work out their issues before the theft
escalates to murder? THE MIRANDA'S RIGHTS MYSTERY SERIES Someone Else's
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Daughter - Book I Delicious Torment - Book II Forever Mine - Book III Fire Dancer Book IV Thin Ice - Book V THE MIRANDA AND PARKER MYSTERY SERIES All Eyes on
Me Heart Wounds OTHER BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER: Chicago Cop (A cop family
thriller) - Don't let them take what you love, baby girl. A police thriller featuring GUTS
team lead Lieutenant Maggie Delaney, a tough multi-generational cop hunting down
a crazed maﬁa hit man bent on revenge. Steal My Heart (A Romantic Suspense) Get me what I want or you'll never see your daughter again. New York newspaper
columnist, Paige Dunbar, can hardly breathe when she learns her precious threeyear-old daughter has been kidnapped. She'll do anything to get her back, including
steal the famous Fantasia necklace the kidnapper wants. No one can stop her. Not
even her sexy ex-jewel-thief-ex-husband. HUMOROUS BOOKS BY LINSEY LANIER You
Want Me to Kill Who? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story) A New Adult, futuristic
romantic fantasy. A lowly, powerless factory worker is sent half-way around the
world by her boss to ﬁght an evil spy organization, but she really just wants to be a
fashion designer. You Want Me to Go Where? (A Dandy Frost-Ninja Assassin Story)
#2 Her ﬁrst time in JB's oﬃce he threatened to "eliminate" her if she didn't go on a
special assignment halfway around the world for a secret organization. He couldn't
have anything like that in mind again...or could he? The Clever Detective Boxed Set
2 (A Fairy Tale Romance): Stories 1-5 From the Hollow Tree to Stacey's home town to
the mountains of Sweden to the high seas, follow PI Stacey Alexander and Prince
Chad's wacky adventures and romance.

THE NIGHT WINDOW
A JANE HAWK NOVEL
Bantam NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jane Hawk’s one-woman war comes to an
explosive climax as the rogue FBI agent gambles everything against a terrifying
conspiracy, for vengeance, for justice, and for humanity’s freedom—from the author
of The Silent Corner. “Jane Hawk is arguably the best character Koontz has created. .
. . Simply put, wow.”—Associated Press A visionary young ﬁlmmaker hunted for sport
across a vast Colorado ranch by the celebrated billionaire at the heart of a
monstrous cabal . . . A brilliant computer hacker slipping through top-secret
databases a whisper ahead of security trackers, gathering the facts to ﬁght the allpowerful perpetrators of mass murder . . . A pair of brutal operators, methodically
shadowing their targets with every cutting-edge tool in the arsenal of today’s
surveillance state . . . A sequence of quiet heroes—everyday citizens—stepping up,
stepping forward, intent on countering the advancing darkness . . . A Vegas mob
boss teamed with a homicidal sociopath, circling a beloved boy and his protectors,
aiming to secure him as leverage against his fugitive mother . . . And that fugitive
mother herself, ex-agent Jane Hawk, closing in on the malevolent architects of ruin
she has stalked as they stalk her, prepared to sacriﬁce herself to ﬁnally bring them
down. These are the people and circumstances of The Night Window, the thrilling
new novel in Dean Koontz’s acclaimed Jane Hawk series. Replete—and then
some—with the ingenious twists, the spellbinding action, the resonant themes, the
sheer heart that have characterized Jane’s journey from the start, The Night Window
follows its extraordinary heroine to her long-sought objective, in a stunning,
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unforgettable ﬁnale. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers:
THE SILENT CORNER • THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE
FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW “The spectacular ﬁnale to Jane’s story . . .
will hit series fans with all the impact of a carefully calibrated hammer
blow.”—Booklist (starred review) “The best installment in the series since the ﬁrst . .
. [Koontz] revs it up with entertaining encounters and oﬀbeat humor.”—Kirkus
Reviews

RACE TO THE BOTTOM
UNCOVERING THE SECRET FORCES DESTROYING AMERICAN PUBLIC
EDUCATION
HarperCollins Everyone wants: High schoolers to graduate well-prepared for jobs.
Improved STEM literacy. Greater achievement for inner-city children. Happiness for
all children. So why are liberals spending billions of dollars working against those
goals? In Race to the Bottom, Luke Rosiak uncovers the shocking reason why
American education is failing: Powerful special interest groups are using our kids as
guinea pigs in vast ideological experiments. These groups’ initiatives aren’t focused
on making children smarter—but on implementing a radical agenda, no matter the
eﬀect on academic standards. Nonproﬁts pump billions into initiatives meant to
redress racial inequities. Rather than ﬁxing the problem, districts with a big gap
between white and black test scores hire consultants who claim the tests are
meaningless because they are “racist.” These consultants’ judgments allow school
districts to ignore their own failures—ultimately hurting minority students and
perpetuating racism. That is just one example. Drawing on his years in investigative
journalism, Rosiak did a deep dive into school ﬁles, ﬁnancial records, and parents’
stories. What he found is that nonproﬁt inﬂuence has crept into the educational
bureaucracy all over America. Corrupt school boards and quack diversity consultants
abound. Teachers drawing government pay claim it’s unsafe to return to in-person
school, but “double dip” teaching in-person private classes. And amid all this focus
on money and equity, academic standards are crumbling, which hurts American kids
in ways we’ll be suﬀering for decades. Race to the Bottom is the ﬁrst comprehensive
exposé of the way radical ideology and self-serving administrators are destroying
academic quality in America’s K-12 schools. Rigorous and deeply-researched, this is
essential reading for anyone who cares about the future of our kids.

PARENTING MATTERS
SUPPORTING PARENTS OF CHILDREN AGES 0-8
National Academies Press Decades of research have demonstrated that the
parent-child dyad and the environment of the familyâ€"which includes all primary
caregiversâ€"are at the foundation of children's well- being and healthy
development. From birth, children are learning and rely on parents and the other
caregivers in their lives to protect and care for them. The impact of parents may
never be greater than during the earliest years of life, when a child's brain is rapidly
developing and when nearly all of her or his experiences are created and shaped by
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parents and the family environment. Parents help children build and reﬁne their
knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their health and well-being during
childhood and beyond. The experience of parenting also impacts parents
themselves. For instance, parenting can enrich and give focus to parents' lives;
generate stress or calm; and create any number of emotions, including feelings of
happiness, sadness, fulﬁllment, and anger. Parenting of young children today takes
place in the context of signiﬁcant ongoing developments. These include: a rapidly
growing body of science on early childhood, increases in funding for programs and
services for families, changing demographics of the U.S. population, and greater
diversity of family structure. Additionally, parenting is increasingly being shaped by
technology and increased access to information about parenting. Parenting Matters
identiﬁes parenting knowledge, attitudes, and practices associated with positive
developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8; universal/preventive and targeted
strategies used in a variety of settings that have been eﬀective with parents of
young children and that support the identiﬁed knowledge, attitudes, and practices;
and barriers to and facilitators for parents' use of practices that lead to healthy child
outcomes as well as their participation in eﬀective programs and services. This
report makes recommendations directed at an array of stakeholders, for promoting
the wide-scale adoption of eﬀective programs and services for parents and on areas
that warrant further research to inform policy and practice. It is meant to serve as a
roadmap for the future of parenting policy, research, and practice in the United
States.
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